Have you visited the new Project MUSE?
Project MUSE now offers both books and journals on a single new, fully-integrated platform.
We provide:
• Over 15,000 digital scholarly books, side-by-side with more than 500 essential current journals in the humanities and social sciences • New book titles released simultaneously with print • A rich archive of past journal volumes and backlist books • Affordable, flexible collections • Unlimited usage, downloading, and printing; no DRM • Easy-to-use tools for research and teaching Take a tour: http://muse.jhu.edu For more information: muse@press.jhu.edu PRO3227_7x4.75 12/9/ MP: We publish around 300 new eBooks a year and have around 5,000 eBooks in total so far. We have been developing our reference book program with e-versions of many topquality handbooks and MRWs in the pipeline. Our yearly eBooks program looks to grow to 500 in the next three years. We have both a pick-and-choose model and also subject collections from various science and technology disciplines to business and medicine. We have received tremendous support from librarians on our eBook program and look to work closely with librarians to serve the information needs of their users.
JL: Just looking at one example, WSPC has a large publishing program with regard to nanotechnology, and I think that ATG readers are probably wondering how WSPC tracks hot areas (like nano) throughout the sciences.
MP: In addition to our in-house publishers and seniors editors, of whom many were former professors, scientists, and lecturers, we seek the advise of our managing editors, journal or book series board members, individual authors, and our network of advisors to spot trends and identify hot areas to publish. One good example, is the World Scientific Series in Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, of which the chief editor is Frans Spaepen from Harvard. Together with an editorial board consisting of world-leading academics in this field like Dawn Borell (UPenn), Jeff Grossman (MIT), Mark Lundstrom (Purdue), and Mark Reed (Yale), we are able to obtain good advise and insights in the field of nanotechnology so that the content and research we publish are at the forefront of the field, providing readers with high-quality and useful information.
JL: Thanks so much for keeping ATG readers apprised of WSPC's fascinating, professional, and STM publishing activities. 
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